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A B S T R A C T

Chondroadherin (CHAD), a class IV small leucine rich proteoglycan/protein (SLRP), was hypothesized to play important roles in regulating chondrocyte signaling and cartilage homeostasis. However, its roles in cartilage development and function are not well understood, and no major osteoarthritis-like phenotype was found in the murine model with CHAD genetically deleted (CHAD−/−). In this study, we used atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based nanoindentation to quantify the effects of CHAD deletion on changes in the biomechanical function of murine cartilage. In comparison to wild-type (WT) mice, CHAD-deletion resulted in a significant ≈ 70–80% reduction in the indentation modulus, Eind, of the superficial zone knee cartilage of 11 weeks, 4 months and 1 year old animals. This mechanical phenotype correlates well with observed increases in the heterogeneity collagen fibril diameters in the surface zone. The results suggest that CHAD mainly plays a major role in regulating the formation of the collagen fibrillar network during the early skeletal development. In contrast, CHAD-deletion had no appreciable effects on the indentation mechanics of middle/deep zone cartilage, likely due to the dominating role of aggrecan in the middle/deep zone. The presence of significant rate dependence of the indentation stiffness in both WT and CHAD−/− knee cartilage suggested the importance of both fluid flow induced poroelasticity and intrinsic viscoelasticity in murine cartilage biomechanical properties. Furthermore, the marked differences in the nanomechanical behavior of WT versus CHAD−/− cartilage contrasted sharply with the relative absence of overt differences in histological appearance. These observations highlight the sensitivity of nanomechanical tools in evaluating structural and mechanical phenotypes in transgenic mice.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/).

1. Introduction

The mechanical function of articular cartilage is determined by its extracellular matrix (ECM). Cartilage ECM is mainly composed of highly negatively charged aggrecan proteoglycans enmeshed within the type II/IX/XI heteropolymeric collagen (Eyre et al., 2006) fibrillar network (Maroudas, 1979; Han et al., 2011b). Proper assembly and organization of this ECM in vivo are regulated by a variety of secondary matrix proteins and proteoglycans, including collagen VI, thrombospondins, small leucine rich proteoglycans/proteins (SLRPs) and matrilins (Heinegård, 2009). Despite their low concentrations in native cartilage, several of these molecules directly bind to the chondrocyte cell surface receptors to govern cell signaling, and others form important networks within the pericellular matrix. They can also bind pro-collagen molecules and, in many cases, remain bound to the newly formed fibers to provide additional stability and connectivity to other structural networks (Heinegård, 2009; Kalamajski and Oldberg, 2010; Iozzo et al., 2011).

Our study focuses on the roles of one particular regulatory molecule, chondroadherin (CHAD) (Larsson et al., 1991), a non-canonical class IV SLRP (Scheafer and Iozzo, 2008). CHAD is a 38 kD protein with 11 leucine-rich repeats (LRR) (Neame et al., 1994). It is localized within the epiphyseal growth plate during skeletal development and in the pericellular and territorial matrices in mature cartilage (Shen et al., 1998). In cartilage, CHAD mediates signaling between chondrocytes...
and the ECM through binding to the α2β1 integrin (Camper et al., 1997; Haglund et al., 2011) and to cell surface proteoglycans such as syndecans (Haglund et al., 2013) (Fig. 1). CHAD also binds type II collagen and interacts with both the N- and C-terminal globular domains of type VI collagen (Camper et al., 1997; Månsson et al., 2001). It has thus been hypothesized that CHAD plays a critical role in regulating linkages between collagens and other ECM molecules in vivo, as well as the communication between chondrocytes and their surrounding matrices. Recently, gross histological and protein compositional analyses of CHAD-null murine joints provided evidences that genetic deletion of CHAD can result in a distinct skeletal phenotype characterized by alterations in trabecular and cortical bone, widening of the epiphyseal growth plate, and variation in the molecular composition of cartilage, though no major osteoarthritis-like phenotype was found (Hessle et al., 2013). However, there is still a lack of understanding of whether deletion of the CHAD gene affects the biomechanical properties of articular cartilage, which are essential to the proper joint tissue function. Such changes in biomechanical properties may in the long term be linked to the initiation and progression of osteoarthritis.

In this study, we applied atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based nanoindentation to directly quantify the nanomechanical phenotype of CHAD-null murine articular cartilage. We assessed and compared the local biomechanical and collagen nanostructural properties of CHAD-null (CHAD−/−) and wild-type (WT) murine knee cartilage in different depth-dependent zones (superficial and middle/deep zones) and at different ages. We found that the absence of CHAD significantly changed the collagen network assembly and mechanical properties of the superficial zone cartilage. These findings support the hypothesis that CHAD plays a critical role in the proper organization and function of cartilage ECM. In contrast, no differences in middle/deep zone cartilage were found. This study provides an important mechanics-based insight into how quantitatively minor ECM molecules, such as CHAD, may affect the biophysical functioning of cartilage otherwise thought to be dominated by collagens and aggrecan.

2. Results

AFM-based nanoindentation measures the indentation force, F, as a function of depth into the tissue, D, as the microspherical tip indents into the tested sample (i.e., cartilage) at a given rate (μm/s) (Fig. 2a). The F−D indentation curves were fit to the linear elastic Hertz model to account for the spherical indentation geometry and calculate the effective indentation modulus, Eind. The values of Eind thus depict the effective resistance of cartilage to indentation at the measured rate. For both CHAD−/− and WT cartilage, the F−D data were fit well by the predictions of the Hertz model (e.g., Fig. 2a, with least squares linear regression giving R² > 0.96). For each mouse type and age group, significant variation in Eind was found between different mice within the same cohort (Kruskal–Wallis test, p < 0.05, Fig. 2b). In addition, heterogeneity in Eind was also found between different locations on the same joint. All these variations are likely associated with differences in proteoglycan content and local collagen cross-link density within and between different joints given the known heterogeneous nature of cartilage (Hunziker et al., 2007; Han et al., 2011b). From each mouse, there was no significant difference between the Eind measured on cartilage from left versus right knee (Fig. S1). Therefore, the average value of Eind for the indents on cartilage of both knees from the same mouse was used to compare the effects of age and CHAD deletion (Fig. 3).

For all tested age groups, CHAD deletion resulted in a significant ≈70–80% reduction in Eind of the superficial layer cartilage at all tested rates (p < 0.0001, two-way ANOVA on the global rank transforms) (Conover and Iman, 1981) (Fig. 3). This effect was even more prominent at the faster rate and younger ages (Fig. 3). This biomechanical difference correlates well with greater heterogeneity in the type II collagen fibril diameter distribution (F-test, p < 0.0001) observed on CHAD−/− mice at both 11 week and 4 month age groups measured via SEM (Fig. 4). In comparison to the distinctive nanomechanical phenotype in the superficial layer, no significant effect of CHAD deletion was found on the Eind of the middle/deep zone cartilage cross-section at all tested rates (p > 0.05, two-way ANOVA on the global rank transforms) (Conover and Iman, 1981) (Fig. S2). In addition, significant indentation rate dependence was observed for both WT and CHAD−/− mice (Friedman’s test, p < 0.05, Figs. 3, S3). Interestingly, in contrast to the distinct biomechanical phenotype of CHAD−/− mice measured by AFM nanoindentation, histological analysis did not yield any appreciable differences between WT and CHAD−/− mice with respect to the gross-level morphology and toluidine blue proteoglycan staining (Fig. 5).

3. Discussion

3.1. Roles of CHAD in murine cartilage mechanical properties

The weakening of cartilage upon CHAD deletion (Fig. 3) appears to be consistent with our hypothesis that CHAD has a biomechanically important function in the formation of an appropriately assembled fibrillar collagen network (Månsson et al., 2001) despite its low abundance (compared to collagen and aggrecan) and spatial localization within the territorial matrix (Shen et al., 1998). Lack of CHAD appears to slow down the development of the load bearing ECM, possibly due to alterations in both the chondrocyte cell signaling, as well as the assembly and linkages of the fibrillar collagen network. These effects could alter the cross-linking of the collagen network and, in turn, the local osmotic swelling and hydraulic permeability of the resident aggrecan. The fact that we observed increased heterogeneity in cartilage surface collagen fibrils (Fig. 4) further supports this statement. This effect is most salient in the cartilage superficial layer where the concentration of aggrecan is relatively low. Furthermore, the linkages between the collagen networks (types II and VI) and chondrocytes provided by CHAD (Camper et al., 1997; Haglund et al., 2011; Haglund et al., 2013) could have an effect of on the pericellular matrix. Indeed, in the superficial zone, a region with rather dense cell concentration (Stockwell, 1971), we detected significant differences in biomechanical properties (Fig. 3).

In comparison, we found CHAD deletion had no effects on the Eind of the middle/deep zone cartilage (Fig. S2), where aggrecan concentration is substantially higher (Maroudas, 1979). Given the dominating role of aggrecan in cartilage middle/deep zone nanomechanics (Han et al., 2011a), the effects of changes in collagen fibril assembly on tissue

Fig. 1. Schematic of the roles of chondroadherin in mediating chondrocyte signaling through bindings to the α2β1 integrin (Camper et al., 1997; Haglund et al., 2011) and surface proteoglycan syndecans (Haglund et al., 2013).
biomechanics may not be as substantial as in the superficial layer. These regional effects of CHAD may seem contradictory to the known localization of CHAD in the middle/deep zone and its relative absence in the superficial zone of mature murine cartilage (Shen et al., 1998). However, immunostaining and mRNA expression also suggested the localization of CHAD in articular cartilage surface during the formation of cartilage (Shen et al., 1998). It is possible that CHAD plays an important regulatory role in determining the ECM assembly at the early stage of skeletal formation both in the growth plate and in the developing articular cartilage. Given the low turnover ratio of collagen (metabolic half life ≈ 10 years in human femoral head cartilage (Verzijl et al., 2000)), this effect could persist throughout skeletal development and aging up to one year in the mouse (Fig. 3). On the other hand, the absence of nanomechanical phenotype in the middle/deep zone suggests that it is likely that the effects of CHAD deletion on aggrecan concentration, an ECM constituent more rapidly turned over than collagen (aggrecan half life ≈ 3.4 years in human femoral head cartilage (Maroudas et al., 1998)), may be minimal. This scenario is supported by the fact that there are no substantial differences in histological staining of proteoglycans between WT and CHAD−/− cartilage (Fig. 5). However, at this point, we do not have quantitative information about the middle/deep zone collagen architecture or aggrecan concentration in CHAD−/− mice. Further characterization on CHAD−/− articular cartilage will help to better elucidate the roles of CHAD in the structure–mechanics relationships of middle/deep zone cartilage.

While changes in the nanomechanics of CHAD−/− murine cartilage superficial layer can alter the joint contact mechanics, the impacts may not be strong enough to initiate pathological consequences of OA. Since CHAD−/− mice do not develop spontaneous OA, to further study the relevance of CHAD to OA (Hessle et al., 2013), CHAD−/− mice need to be combined with other induced OA models such as destabilization of the medial meniscus (MDM) (Glasson et al., 2007) or treadmill running (Li et al., 2010) models to compare its susceptibility to OA with the wild-type control.

3.2. Comparison to the roles of other SLRPs

This lack of OA phenotype in CHAD−/− mice is in marked contrast to the phenotype of other previously studied SLRP-deficient murine models. For example, biglycan-null (Bgn−/−) (Amey et al., 2002) and fibromodulin-null (Fmd−/−) (Jepsen et al., 2002) mice both develop early OA. While the presence of OA in decorin-null (Dcn−/−) mice was not confirmed, they were suggested to have joint laxity due to its weakened skin (Corsi et al., 2002). These differences are likely associated with the differences in both the molecular structures and localization of CHAD compared to other SLRPs. Firstly, while CHAD is a non-canonical class IV SLRP (Schafer and Iozzo, 2008), it does not have a glycosaminoglycan (GAG) side chain like most other SLRPs (Neame et al., 1989). SLRPs with single GAG side chain, e.g., decorin and fibromodulin, regulate ECM fibrillogenesis and influence collagen cross-linking through bindings to type II pro-collagen and other molecules with both their LRR core proteins and the GAG chain (Hedbom and Heinegard, 1993). Biglycan, with two GAG side chains, has the highest efficiency in binding to type VI collagen to form hexagonal beads in the pericellular matrix (Wiberg et al., 2002). Without the GAG chain, the roles of CHAD in ECM assembly could be substantially different from other SLRPs although it is reported to bind to type II collagen as well (Mansson et al., 2001). Secondly, CHAD is mostly restricted in articular cartilage. In comparison, other SLRPs, such as decorin, biglycan and fibromodulin, are widely distributed across all other connective tissues up to maturity (Kalamsjki and Oldberg, 2010). Therefore, while CHAD deletion results in distinctive bone phenotype mainly in the male mice, including higher bone mass density, altered cortical trabecular bone thicknesses and increased structure bone index, no mechanical defects, such as reduced modulus or decreased fracture strength, were reported in the bone of CHAD−/− female mice (Hessle et al., 2013). OA is thus unlikely to arise from pre-disposed skeletal defects in CHAD−/− mice.
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3.3. Rate-dependence of murine cartilage nanomechanics

The observed significant rate dependence (Fig. 3) is consistent with previous reports from both macroscopic tests (Hayes and Bodine, 1978; Mow et al., 1980; Grodzinsky et al., 1981) and micro/nanoindentation on cartilage from other species (Gupta et al., 2009; Miller and Morgan, 2010; Han et al., 2011a). As the mechanical properties of cartilage ECM are directly governed by the hydrated type II/IX/XI collagen network and aggrecan, intrinsic macromolecular friction-governed viscoelasticity and fluid flow-dominated poroelasticity both contribute to the rate-dependence of $E_{\text{ind}}$ (Han et al., 2011a). For WT mice, given the maximum indentation depth $D_{\text{max}} \approx 0.3 \mu m$, the deformation time during indentation is $\approx 60 \text{ ms}$ at $1 \text{ m/s}$ rate to $6 \text{ s}$ at $0.1 \text{ m/s}$ rate. Similarly, for CHAD$^{-/-}$ mice, $D_{\text{max}} \approx 0.6 \mu m$, the deformation time is $\approx 120 \text{ ms}$ to $12 \text{ s}$. Previous studies have shown that characteristic poroelastic relaxation time constant of cartilage is 10 to 100 ms at the $\mu m$-length scale (Han et al., 2011a; Nia et al., 2011). Poroelasticity is thus likely an important factor governing the measured rate dependence, especially at faster indentation rates ($1$ to $10 \text{ m/s}$). In addition, intrinsic viscoelasticity of cartilage, due to matrix macromolecular friction, has a relaxation time constant ~10 s, independent of fluid flow length scales (June et al., 2009; Han et al., 2011a). It is another dominating mechanism, and is more important at slower rates ($0.1$ to $1 \mu m/s$). Since deletion of CHAD did not have noticeable impact on the gross-level aggrecan staining (Fig. 5) and only altered the collagen network assembly (Fig. 4), these energy dissipative modes could be similar in CHAD$^{-/-}$ and WT mice. In fact, both WT and CHAD$^{-/-}$ cartilage superficial layer showed similar percentage of increase of $E_{\text{ind}}$ from $0.1 \mu m/s$ to $1 \mu m/s$ ($\approx 10\%$) and $0.1 \mu m/s$ to $10 \mu m/s$ ($\approx 40 - 55\%$) rates (Mann–Whitney $U$ test between WT and CHAD$^{-/-}$, $p > 0.05$, Fig. S3).

3.4. Advances and limitations of nanomechanical tools

Numerous transgenic and induced OA murine models have been used in cartilage and OA research owing to its low cost of maintenance and short life span (Ameye and Young, 2002, 2006). Murine model research of cartilage and OA mostly employed biochemical, gross-level histological and radiological assays to detect compositional and morphological phenotype. An important missing piece of knowledge is the biomechanical phenotype of cartilage, which is critical because the primary function of cartilage is mechanical. Given the relatively small size and irregular shape of murine cartilage compared to other species, AFM-based nanomechanical tools meet the needs of quantifying the mechanical properties of murine cartilage. Previously, AFM-based nanoindentation was used to detect the effects of maturation and OA-related degradation on the biomechanical properties of cartilage in type IX collagen-deleted mice (Col9$^{-/-}$) (Stolz et al., 2009). This study on
CHAD−/− mice further underlined AFM-nanoindentation as a viable tool in quantifying the spatially heterogeneous and rate-dependent nanomechanical properties in articular cartilage. Furthermore, since nanomechanical tools are measuring changes at much smaller length scales, they are more sensitive to detect matrix changes or OA-associated degradation than conventional microscopic assays such as histology or radiology. Further studies based on this paradigm will advance our knowledge of how other secondary ECM molecules, e.g., SLRPs, cartilage oligomeric matrix protein (COMP), matrilins, work synergistically to achieve a properly assembled and functioning cartilage matrix.

There are several limitations in the present study, in which advances in nanotechnology could elucidate more detailed nanomechanical and nanostructural phenotype to better understand the molecular origins of cartilage tissue function. The SEM imaging (Fig. 4) did not provide high enough resolution to reveal more detailed D-bandings patterns or other sub-fibrillar level features of the collagen fibrils. Recent progression in helium ion microscopy (Vanden Berg-Foels et al., 2012) or tapping mode AFM imaging (Ng et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2013) could provide more details on the nanoscale structure of cartilage ECM molecules. In addition, AFM-based nanoindentation did not de-convolute the rate dependent mechanisms, i.e., fluid-flow induced poroelasticity and intrinsic viscoelasticity. Our recently developed custom-built AFM-nanomechanometer (Nia et al., 2013) can be applied to murine cartilage to distinguish the effects of genetic modification on the viscoelastic and poroelastic energy dissipations that govern cartilage shock absorption during low frequency (e.g., walking) and high frequency (e.g., jumping, running) activities, respectively.

4. Conclusions

Using CHAD−/− murine model, we quantified the effects of CHAD deletion on the rate-dependent nanoindentation behaviors of articular cartilage in both the superficial and middle/deep zones at various ages. CHAD deletion resulted in significant reduction in Eind of the superficial layer, which was accompanied by increased heterogeneity of the surface collagen fibril diameters. This effect is present in young mice at 11 weeks age, and persists during aging up to 1 year age. It is likely that deletion of CHAD affects collagen network assembly at the stage of early skeletal development, and this phenotype is manifested throughout the first year or more of the mouse life span. In comparison, the reduction of Eind was absent in the middle/deep zone where aggrecan is more concentrated, suggesting less important impacts of CHAD in regulating the properties of aggrecan. As CHAD−/− cartilage shows no difference to the WT via histology, this contrast between nanomechanical and histological assays highlighted the high sensitivity of nanomechanical tools in evaluating the phenotype in transgenic murine articular cartilage.

5. Experimental procedures

5.1. Specimen generation

Chondroadherin-null mice (CHAD−/−) were generated and confirmed via genotyping, as described previously (Hessle et al., 2013). Briefly, a linearized targeting vector was prepared with a phosphoglycerate kinase-neomycin resistance cassette (pGKNeo) enclosed between 3000 and 7000 bp CHAD gene fragments. Positive clones from single-confluent R1 embryonic stem cells produced chimeric males. These males were crossed with B57BL/6 females. Males with a germ line transduced via histology, this contrast between nanomechanical and histological properties of aggrecan. As CHAD−/− cartilage shows no difference to the WT via histology, this contrast between nanomechanical and histological assays highlighted the high sensitivity of nanomechanical tools in evaluating the phenotype in transgenic murine articular cartilage.

5.2. Sample preparation

Female hind limbs from 11 weeks, 4 months, and 1 year old wild-type (WT) and CHAD−/− mice were disarticulated at the acetabulofemoral (hip) joint following euthanasia, preserved in dry ice, and shipped overnight from Lund, Sweden to Cambridge, MA, USA. Joints were stored at −20 °C until dissection for 24 h in sterile phosphate buffered saline (PBS, without Mg2+, Ca2+) with protease inhibitors to minimize post-mortem degradation before indentation. After thawing at room temperature, joints were dissected to access the femoral lower extremity containing the intact femoral condyle articular cartilage surface. Femoral bone was cleaved above the femoral condyles after removal of tendon and ligament tissue. For nanoindentation of the superficial layer, dissected distal femurs were glued onto an AFM stainless steel disc. For nanoindentation of the middle/deep zone, dissected distal femurs were first sliced axially with a razor blade to reveal the inner cartilage tissue. Throughout the procedure, joints were maintained in PBS with protease inhibitors.

5.3. AFM-based nanoindentation

Atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based nanoindentation was performed using gold-coated silicon oxide spherical, colloidal probe tips (end radius R ≈ 2.5 μm, nominal spring constant k ≈ 4.5 N/m, Novascan, Ames, IA). Probe tips were functionalized with a neutral, hydroxyl-terminated self-assembled monolayer (OH-SAM) by immersion in 3 mM 11-mercaptopentadecanols (HS(CH2)11OH) (Sigma-Aldrich) ethanol solution for 24 h. Calibration of cantilever deflection sensitivity (nm/V) was conducted on a hard mica surface in PBS and actual spring constants were determined via thermal oscillation method on a MFP-3D AFM (Asylum Research) (Hutter and Bechhoefer, 1993).

AFM-based nanoindentation was conducted on the medial femoral condyle of each joint in PBS to measure the effective indentation modulus of cartilage (Multimode AFM, Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA). Locally flat locations for nanoindentation were chosen by quantification of surface roughness via 5 × 5 μm AFM height image. Areas with surface roughness <50 nm were selected for nanoindentation (Han et al., 2011a). At a given location, nanoindentation was conducted at constant z-piezo displacement rates of 0.1, 1 and 10 μm/s (approximately the indentation depth rates). For each joint, at least 8 different indentation locations were tested. For the joints from the same animals, data were pooled as no statistical differences were found between the joints from left versus right knees (Fig. S1). Nanoindentation was conducted on either the superficial zone cartilage (11 weeks, 4 months, 1 year age groups) or the top 10–50 μm, uncalcified middle/deep zone cartilage (11 weeks, 4 months age groups). For mouse cartilage, the middle zone only accounts for <20% of the total uncalcified cartilage thickness (≈50 μm), and is indistinguishable from the deep zone (60–80% of total thickness) (Hughes et al., 2005; Malda et al., 2013) under the AFM optical microscope. Optical microscope imaging of the specimen surface during experimentation verified that nanoindentation was conducted on unobstructed cartilage tissue.

From the indentation force versus depth curves obtained at each position and each rate, the Hertz model was applied to the loading (approach) portion to calculate the effective indentation modulus, Eind. (Fig. 2a) after determining the effective tip-sample contact point using the Golden Section-based algorithm (Lin et al., 2007; Han et al., 2011a).

\[ F = \frac{4}{3} \frac{E_\text{ind}}{(1-v^2)} R^{1/2} D^{3/2}, \]

where F is the indentation force, D is the indentation depth, R is the indentation tip radius (R ≈ 2.5 μm) and v is the Poisson’s ratio (v = 0.1 (Buschmann et al., 1999)). Since the mechanical properties of cartilage are time-dependent (Han et al., 2011a; Nia et al., 2011), Eind does not represent the ideal elastic Young’s modulus implied by Hertz model. Instead, Eind is a non-equilibrium, rate-dependent parameter that can be used to compare the biomechanical impacts of CHAD deletion at various indentation rates. Nevertheless, the Hertz model appropriately accounts for the spherical indentation contact geometry (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1951).
5.4. Collagen fibril diameter and histology characterization

The nanoscale structure of the cartilage collagen network at 11 weeks and 4 months of age was characterized via scanning electron microscopy (Helios 600 Dual Beam FIB/SEM, FEI, Hillsboro, OR). These joints were fixed via the Ohtani's method to allow visualization of nanoscale fibrillar structures while maintaining the original shape and arrangement of collagen fibrils (Ohtani, 1987). Briefly, joints were fixed in 10% formalin for 1 day and stored in 10% NaOH for 6 days followed by Milli-Q filtered water rinsing for 1 day and a 5 hour immersion in 1–2% tannic acid. A second water rinse was followed by dehydration via an ascending alcohol series before counter-fixing in 1% OsO₄ for 2 h. Specimens were lyophilized (FreeZone Freeze-Dry System, Labconco, Kansas City, MO) and Au–Pd sputter coated (≈ 8 nm thickness) (Quorum Technologies, Guleph, Ontario, Canada) before imaging. Collagen fibril diameter and density was recorded from ≈300 collagen fibrils using SEM images (ImageJ) from WT and CHAD⁻¹ cartilage surface (Fig. 4).

Histology with toluidine blue staining was conducted on the left side femoral condyles from 11 weeks and 4 months old WT and CHAD⁻¹ mice to analyze gross level cartilage morphology (Geyer and Linss, 1978). The condyle was fixed in 10% glutaraldehyde overnight at 4 °C. The tissue was then decalcified, processed into paraaffin and sectioned to 2 μm thick slices. The sections were mounted on glass slides. After removal of paraaffin, the sections were rehydrated before staining with 1% toluidine blue working solution for 10 seconds to highlight the morphology and proteoglycan content in cartilage (Fig. 5). After staining, the slides were dehydrated and cover slipped, then photographed using the Zeiss AxioCam HRC digital camera attached to the Zeiss Axioscanner M1 microscope.

5.5. Statistical tests

We used nonparametric statistical tests to avoid the assumption of normal distribution and homoscedasticity. The two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) test on the global rank transforms, which is a nonparametric counterpart of two-way ANOVA (Conover and Iman, 1981), was performed to determine the effects of the CHAD deletion and age on the E_mod of both the superficial and middle-deep zones at each given rate. The Kruskal–Wallis test was performed to detect the variations between different animals within the same treatment group and age. The Friedman test was performed to examine the rate dependence of E_mod. In addition, the two-sample F-test was performed to determine if there was a statistically significant change in the variance of collagen fibril diameters between the WT and CHAD⁻¹ mice. For each type of mice and each age, the diameters of collagen fibrils were measured on three slides. The data are pooled as no significant differences were found between the mice (p > 0.05 via Kruskal–Wallis test) for each type and age. In all tests, a p-value of less than 0.05 was taken as statistically significant.
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